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∑ (old problems)  <  ∑ (new problems)  
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Critical Reason for Crash 
Attributed to Driver

(94%)





30 million

uninsured

drivers



$30,000 per injury

up to $60,000



$30,000

$10,000,000
= 0.3% 
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(The Front Fell Off)
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Elimination of jobs in transportation and logistics.
Disruption of medium-haul airline travel. Changing
traffic patterns. Increase in sprawl. Redesign of
urban areas. Reuse of parking lots. Reduced
revenue streams for local governments. Expansion
of educational mobility. Increase in child
independence. Privatization of public spaces.
Reduction in police interactions. Increased safety
and mobility for bicyclists and pedestrians. Embrace
of living streets. Rejection of living streets.
Increasingly sedentary behavior. Corporate
omniscience. Perfect enforcement of existing law.
Overenforcement of existing law. Increase in
systematic vulnerabilities. Disruption to crash
economy. Reduction in organ donations. And so on.
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Prepare
Develop a spectrum of scenarios 
with assumptions about impact 

and probability



Inform
Create a robust break-the-glass 

plan that anticipates and 
responds to a serious automated 

driving incident



Clarify
Specify that the user of a 

commercial automated driving 
service is not the driver or 

operator



Restrict
Mandate that any developer or 

deployer of an automated driving 
system file its 15-point safety 

assessment with NHTSA



Promote
Internalize the costs of driving 
through taxes, fees, insurance, 

and enforcement
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Crashes with automation:
Some types of product failure

The automated driving system ...

… performed worse than a human
… performed worse than a better system

… interacted poorly with the user
… interacted poorly with other systems

… used bad data
… supplied bad data

… facilitated a security breach
… degraded ungracefully
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Compared to individual drivers, 
manufacturers  …

… may face higher jury awards
… may be more likely to be solvent
… may pay more through J&S liability

Product
liability

Product
failure
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Lack of automation 
as the defect

Product liability
without automation

Product liability
with automation?
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Product liability
without automation

Product liability
with automation?

Product liability tomorrow:
A bigger slice of a smaller pie (of liability)?



Who cares?

Developers Consumers Society

Liability uncertainty? Slower deployment? Slower adoption?

Liability exposure? Higher cost? Slower adoption?

Is this testable?



“The prospect of liability for catastrophic 
accidents resulting from a failure of AVCS will 
likely deter entities from becoming involved 

with AVCS and impede its development 
unless the federal government adopts some 

or all of the legislative [limits on liability].”

Advanced Vehicle Control Systems:
Potential Tort Liability for Developers

(prepared for FHWA in 1993)
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